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Because we'refacing the year 2000, BSU offi-
• cials have decided it would be nice to improve the
campus. It has taken a few decades to get some
important modifications going, but we're not com-
plaining. Well, maybe we are.
'Thc'j>roblemWith the~BSUcampus is it can--
extend only toward Beacon Street and Broadway
Avenue. With the new plan, it is possible that many
students will have to find new homes because hous-
es along Michigan Street, Lincoln Avenue and
other streets could become university property.
Some already are.
As if that isn't bad enough, it may be time to say
good-bye to the trees and greenery along the
Greenbelt near Campus Drive. If BSU officials
adopt the proposed new campus master plan in full,
those trees will be destroyed so we will have a
more open view of Julia Davis Park.
May we be so bold as to suggest vistas aren't
nearly as important as keeping the trees? For one
thing, an improved view of Julia Davis is hardly
necessary because people only have to walk across
a bridge to be in the park. Most importantly though,
the removal of trees will cause river banks to weak-
en, thereby increasing the risk of flooding. Why put
students and the university at risk just to see across
the river? And don't forget trees contribute ele-
ments such as shade, bird habitats and oxygen to
the environment, many of these important to the
river's fish as well. Each of these is important, and
it would be valuable if university officials would
~,_ reconsider t~~t:.ff!,c_~soU~~}<2~s of the trees within
our "City of Trees."
As for the rest of the campus master plan, it
sounds like a good idea to turn Campus Lane into a
pedestrian and cyclist-only thoroughfare. Drivers
often compromise pedestrian safety by zooming
through Campus Lane at speeds faster than the
posted 15 miles per hour. Devoting that drive to
pedestrians and cyclists exclusively will ensure a
more user-friendly campus.
Granted, wit~the c1()sure,oithe I~~ dr~~rs '_~
will have a tougher time finding a way off the cam-
pus, but perhaps that will provide an incentive to
ride a bike, walk or carpool, which would in turn
decrease parking problems.
And speaking of parking problems, the master
plan addresses that, too. First, the layout for the,
new Recreation Center calls for destroying the SUB
II. Unfortunately, not only will the plush Arbiter
offices go under the demolition ball, but so will'a
lot of parking. Luckily, several parking garages are
included in the master plan. The garages will offer
an efficient solution to the parking problem.
Re-sculpting BSU to increase aesthetic values
while accommodating an increased number of stu-
dents is not a bad idea. However, project officials
should not take in any sort of permanent change
with a spontaneous or rushed 'attitude-and we're
not saying they are. Serious planning and consider-
ation needs to go into deciding which areas of cam-
pus will remain intact-the trees! Save the trees!-
and which will receive a facelift. The determining
factor needs to be whatever will serve students, the
community, and the ecosystem best.
The Arbiter is the official student newspaper of Boise State University. Its mission is to provide a forum for the
discussion of issues impacting the campus and the community. The Arbiter's budget consists of fees paid by stu-
dents of BSU and advertising sales. The paper is distributed to the campus and communitY on Wednesdays during
the school year. The first copy is free. Additional copies cost S1 ea~h, payable at The Arbiter offices.
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.Thingsnot to do when you're sick
by Damon M. Hunzeker instead of allowing the sacred sands of time to slip
through my fingers unproductively, I decided to produce
something useful for mankind.
Sick people need warnings, not prescriptions. So
here's my gift to humanity-a list of things you
shouldn't do when you're sick:
Don't look in the mirror immediately after sneezing.
It's an appalling sight, guaranteed to lower your
self-esteem at least temporarily.
Don't try to change the commonly
_accepted sneezing sound.Stick with
''1\hchoo!'' People just aren't
ready for something innovative,
like "Goodie!" or "Newt
Gingrich!"
Don't sit in a recliner
and ponder the philo-
sophical implications of
snot. Where docs it
come from? Why don't
we ever run out of it?
What purpose docs it
serve in the grand
scheme of things? These
arc all important ques-
tions, but the answers arc
.nowhere to be found,
You'll be better off to for-
get about it and continue
blowing your nose every 15 to
20 seconds.
Don't allow piles of discarded
tissue to accumulate next to your bed.
Eventually, you'll have to trim a giant
Kleenex bush. Your time should be devoted to more
important matters, such as blowing your nose.
When people ask how you're doing, don't tell them
the truth. It's considered bad etiquette to announce, "I
feel like a thousand tortured souls are screaming in my
head. And nothing, not even your good wishes, can
relieve my maddening pain."
Don't go without shaving and showering for a few
days and then wander around government buildings.
People will begin to whisper, "Pssst ... is that the
Unabomber?"
I'm sick. People love to offer advice to sick people. It
usually sounds like this: "Get lots of rest and cat chicken
soup. Oh, and take some of those garlic pills." I've done
all these things, and I'm not feeling any better. But
_-.Dnn'LgolQa Jim Carrey movie and blow your nose
repeatedly until the final credits. The rest of the audi-
ence will think they missed the sad, tear-jerking subtext.
If you must vomit, don 'tteil anyone about it. Healthy
people don't appreciate the euphoric release of a good
puke.
When your sinus cavity is completely plugged and
your taste buds refuse to function properly, don't close
your eyes arid see if you can distinguish between may-
onnaise and yogurt. Although it may be an amusing
diversion, you shouldn't have to worry about cholesterol
problems when you're already sick.
Don't argue with the doctor. If he says you have
"walking pneumonia," don't ask what it is. He'll say, "It
means you have pneumonia, but you aren't aware of it."
You'll be tempted to shout, "Well, if I'm unaware of it,
what the hell is the problem?! Why can't I have regular
pneumonia?!" This is a natural urge, but the doctor will
condescendingly glance at the medical degree on his
wall, and you'll look stupid.
And finally, don't drink too much NyQuil. You could
die and accidentally be transported to that Hale-Bopp
spaceship.
• •
•
Kuna teen makes tragic contribution to
National Gun Violence Prevention Weekt.!.'
I
\r when was the last time you heard about an intruderstopped by a gun? Far, far more Idahoans acciden-
tally kill themselves with their own guns than
kill others in self-defense.
Still our state remains notoriously
gung-ho about guns.
Congresswoman Helen
Chenoweth is currently
. attempting to overturn the
Lautenberg gun-control
law aimed at reducing
domestic violence
because she feels, like
many Idahoans, it is the
individual's absolute
right to bear arms.
Matthew Agnew's
poignant contribution to
National Gun Violence
Prevention Week feels,
therefore, especially pro-
found and bittersweet for us.
Hopefully Chenoweth will honor
the memory of Matthew David
Agnew by supporting Brady's manda-
tory child-proofing law. It can't protect
all children from guns, but it could undoubted-
Iysave a few. When the percentage points in question
represent the lives of our children, every decimal point
counts. .
stupid for just one moment that initiates a lifetime of
regret. The best we can do is play the
odds.
For some Idaho par-
ents moved by last
week's tragedy,
playing the odds
may have
meant remov-
ing firearms
from the
house alto-
gether;
even the
brightest
child can't
figure out
how to use
a gun that
isn't there.
The best way
to protect your
family from gun
violence is removing
guns from the house-
hold. Those who adamantly
insist they need a firearm in the
house for protection shouldtry this sim-
ple test: when was the last timeyouheard about some-
one killed in their home by an armedintruder? Now
by Melissa Albert
Last week, 14-year-old Matthew David Agnew of
Kuna was fatally shot with a hand gun while playing
with a friend. Ironically, last week was also National
Gun Violence Prevention Week. On the day after
Matthew's death, James Brady petitioned Congress to
pass a federal law requiring provision of a child safety
device with every firearm purchase.
Unfortunately, more elaborate safety measures proba-
bly couldn't have saved Matthew Agnew's life. The
boys extracted the gun from a locked safe because one
boy knew where his father kept the key. They could
have just as easily found the key to a federally-mandated
trigger lock. Adding new hardware to a lethal technolo-
gy doesn't automatically make it harder to use, it just
requires a more sophisticated user.
Ada County Sheriff Capt. Roy Holloway noted sadly
last week that even prevention-oriented education can't
eliminate lethal accidents. Even kids who can dutifully
recite a litany of handgun safety measures can't resist
the excitement of holding such a potent symbol of adult
power some times.
Education and safety may have prevented a number
.of the 65 accidental gun-related deaths of Idahoans
under 19 in the past 10 years, but Matthew's death
showed that it can't save them all. The people we love
will always be capable of doing something crazy and
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Entering 2000 may not be foreign as "they" say
only culture entering the year 2000. Unless there is a
great economic influx between now and then, the people
of the Third World will still live in a constant state of
hunger and deprivation. And with the recently reported,
ever-growing food scarcity, the outlook for eliminating
starvation doesn't look positive.
Then there's the argumentthat art, such as the Mona
Lisa, and music, such as Mozart, is and will no longer be
valuable because there are mass reproductions of both.
Because they are no longer rare, they are supposedly
almost wort~!e~. I disagree. Sharing art is how a culture
maintains the fdent~ity-ofiis past. If there was only one
recording of Mozart-and, no, not recorded by
Mozart-who besides one person would be able to listen
to his compositions?
The same applies to works of art such as the Mona
Lisa. The argument: What good is the Mona Lisa to
society when you can buy her on a t-shirt? Plenty of
good. Sure, we may miss out on the original in the
Louvre, but not everyone can travel to France to look at
paintings. But examining Da Vinci's artwork in a book
does not lessen the historic value of the Mona Lisa.
Instead, it heightens aw.arenes~,QfJhe.Jli!-sLand how our
society came to be.
Then the question emerges whether our culture even
produces art and if the standard will steadily worsen into
the year 2000. Well, I suppose that depends on one's
definition of art. Webster's cal\s art "the quality, produc-
tion, or expression, according to aesthetic principles, of
what is beautiful, appealing, or of more than ordinary
significance." But aesthetic principles change with time
and generations, and therefore each generation interprets
art according to its aesthetic tastes. Art will not die.
There are more issues than I can tackle concerning
the approach of the twenty-first century. Overall, instead
of leaping baggage-free into the next century, society
will carry its habits and burdens into the new millenni-
um. America wil\ still have families on welfare, gang
violence, and the national debt certainly isn't decreasing.
I admit technology has "grown exponential\y," as a fel-
low staff member was saying, but it won't rid society of
its problems or greatest joys. Life will change for us, but
our identities will not be wiped out, and neither will our
history. •
Opinion Editor
December, I acted disorderly, loud, obnoxious and misused my authority as a senator
of Boise State University.
I have spentznany nights contemplating my actions during that particular evening,
and would like to ~ay to all Boise State students that, yes, I could have acted different-
ly. I could have walked away when at least five other studenats lost their money when
the machines were turned off. I could have walked away when the Recreation Center
employees could not produce their closing policy in writing when I asked for it. I
could have walked away when I asked for my money back and the supervisor told me
that they could not refund my money because it was against their policy-the same
policy they could not verify.
I could also have walked away when I asked for a com-
plaint form and the supervisor stated that
they were out of them. Later I found
out from Greg Hampton
(Recreational Manager) that the
Rec Center doesn '1 even have
complaint forms.
Students have asked me
whether 50 cents is worth the
hassle. Well, I say yes because there
were other students in the arcade who lost
their money and, unlike other occupations, I
do not have the luxury of picking which rights
I want to defend and those I do not.
The Rec Center employees have a very demanding job because' .
they have to deal with not only students, but also with teenagers and
children within our community. But I cannot and will not apologize
for something I did not do.
Natalie states that I should have tried to set up a time with the
employees and apologize for my behavior. I did try to set up a time so
the employees and myself could get together and work out our differ-
ences, but Brian Berquist (Assistant Union Director) informed Greg
Hampton that it was not necessary.
I also left my home and work phone with Greg, but did not receive
any call from Natalie or Amy. Natalie has said that I had made refer-
ence to wanting al\ their jobs. Again, this is wrong! I would never
make a stat~ment like that because it is not only against my values, but
also my ethics.
I do ~ot want anybody. to treat me like a king, but I do expectto be
treated like ~ student who is paying fees to this university. Is it a crime
to want service and be treated fairly?
Rob Lyons ~nd I have resolved the situation by apologizing to each
ot~er. I apologized not for doing anything wrong, but for letting every-
thing get ou.tof hand. Like I said earlier, I could have just walked
away and tned to resolve everything at a later date. I admire Rob for
allowing us to work out our differences. This obviously shows what
people can do if they just try to get together and work out their differ-
ences ..
As we approach the second millennium, some
extreme views are forming about the future of society.
Some say it wil\ end with the year 2000. Some argue
society will become what we've made it through history,
that art will reach the point of extinction, and that the
same holds true for music and literature. Others argue
that imagination will create a new way of life for the
-western world, that we will fulfill.humanity's technolog-
ical dreams and utopia will ensue- Ifwe think it we
can create it and become products of our imagina;ions.
I have a difficult time accepting the idea that society
will instantly change because the calendars read '2000,'
People will still be people. Economies wil\ still fluctu-
ate, therefore influencining issues such as citizens living
solely by means of computers. The need for textbooks in
schools will stil\ survive because school districts will
still be poor and unable to afford laptop computers for
their students.
And remember that the western world will not be the
Senator says he'll pay the price
I would like to tell my side of the accusations made by Amy S. and Natalie
Starkovich. Both students have stated that during the closing of the SUB arcade in
OPINION
CONTINUED TO PAGE5
Judiciary take these violations seriously. A viola-
tion of established procedures that is unchecked
may lead to further violations and is harmful to
each and every one of us. I ask that these viola-
- Natalie also states that the misuse ohl1Y'''''-·'· <.;,~onsbe.brPllghUojhe~aw.areness of1hest~dent
authority is not printed on my campaign posters, body and.that we be allo~ed to show candidates
and she is right. Also not on my campaign posters who ~anIpulate the elections system that the
is the fact that Jamie Clyde and myself have spon- beha~lor cannot be tolerated. And Ias~ ~hat all
sored legislation that has saved niany students candidates behave as adults a~d as. posl.tlve ex~m-
more than $3,000 in tuition. We also sponsored pIes and that they cease any violations immediate-
legislation that gave canyon County students the Iy and correct any problems caused.
right to vote for the first time and stopped discrim- Thank you.
ination and funded all organizations. -Elizabeth Drennon, BSU student
We also wrote legislation to install additional
security phones on campus, provided free local
calls to students, and funded student organizations
with additional dollars.
Iwould also like to say that Ivalue all student
opinions-after all, Ido work for you. All Iask is
that you please try to talk to your ASBSU senator
before persecuting him or her in the paper and not
allowing them the chance to defend themselves.
Natalie's letter has hurt my chance of being
elected as the new ASBSU president; but the iron-
ic thing is that I can sleep because, unlike the
opposition, my legislative record is a good one
that speaks for itself.
If this is the price I have to pay for serving the
students of Boise State University, I will pay. But
that doesn't mean I have to take it lying down.
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-Michael Peiia, ASBSU College of Business
and Economics Sellator
Play fair, play nice
Another ASBSU election approaches and, as
usual, complaints have arisen regarding the activi-
ties of the candidates for"president and vice presi-
dent. I have heard rumors, insinuations and accu-
sations. As a student, and as an officer in a student
organization, I would like to ask all parties con-
cerned to be open regarding all aspects of their
campaigns and to cease the continuation of
rumors.
Procedures have been' set forth to ensure a fair
election and to eliminate activities that may dis-
rupt normal academic affairs and annoy students.
These procedures protect the interests of all parties
and 'are fair and reasonable. All candidates are
required to read and agree to follow these proce-
dures and are informed that violations have conse-
quences. As I have heard
no complaints regard-
ing them, Iassume
.that the candi-
dates accept the
rules.
Violation
of these proce-
dures should be
taken seriously. Frankly, I
am very uncomfortable
about having a person or
persons who knowingly
and consistently stretch or
break rules serve as a represen-
tative of my interests. Our ASBSU president and
vice president represent BSU students to the com-
munity and are expected to demonstrate a high
. level of competence and integrity. Violating' elec-
tion procedures shows a lack of respect for stu-
dents and for BSU and creates an environment of
distrust that is detrimental to ASBSU business.
I ask that the ElectionsBoard and Senate
State official offers
recommendation
I have followed closely the present election
being conducted to determine your student body
leaders for the coming year.
While I am sure all candidates for office are
well-qualified, for some time as State Controller I
have known TJ. Thomson, candidate for student
body president, and personally know of his con-
cern for students who allend Boise State
University, and his vision for the future of the
school. I have found him to be a tireless worker
who has exhibited a great deal of initiative and
willingness to grapple with very difficult issues
and find win-win solutions.
He has been an active leader on campus, in his
community and state, and I believe he would be a
great leader for your student body. In view of
recent legislative actions, Boise State University is
going to need a strong voice, and based upon 'my
experience with him, I believe TJ. will very ably
help fulfill that role on your behalf.
-J.D. Williams, Idaho State Controller
Churches receiving
favoritism?
In Jennifer Ledford's article (April 2) about the
funding of religious organizations at BSU, she
cites Mr. Chon Ramirez of the Residence Hall
Association as having ,stated that church members
"don't receive government funding for their
churches."
I trust I am not too forward in reminding Mr.
Ramirez of the considerable tax exemptions
received by churches. Even in 1975, according to
Martin Larson's The Religious Empire, the
appraised value of exempt religious property in
the U.S. totaled over $117 billion. Larson points
out thatsuch religious property is typically under-
appraised by as much as 50 percent. Can you
imagine what that exemption must total now 20
years later?
That's a heck of a lot of "government funding."
-Lonnie L. Willis, BSU English Department
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First, I was treated to a shampoo with great smelling Paul Mitchell soap; and then
given a head massage and scalp treatment. After falling asleep under the dryers I was
given a lovely head of curls via a roller style.
Next my eyebrows were plucked into an appealing arch. Makeup was applied and I
was able to have a say in the color scheme used. It turned out quite natural and flatter-
ing.
Another visit provided me with a manicure and set of sculptured acrylic nails. My
cuticles had never looked so good, and I received many compliments on my new,
long, French manicured nails. _
I was also trusting enough to allow one of the students to take scissors to my head.
The resulting cut rivals the best.
The atmosphere appeals to me as well. Maybe I'm strange, but I love sitting under
the dryers next to little old ladies who have come in for their daily shampoos and sets.
I also find the students friendly and totally lacking the 'condescending nature of some
professionals. They seem to enjoy what they're doing and that tra~sfers to the cus-
tomers.
The prices charged for services provided by the junior and senior students make
them affordable for almost everyone.
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Beauty School Drop-in
HBEEditor
PHOTOS BY ARIEl SPAETH
Sometimes it's hard enough just getting the funds together for a hair- .
cut, much less the wonderful pampering options that most of us 'skip when we go to
the salon. What most don't realize is that if they compromise on the salon image,
they can find a slew of wonderful and affordable treatments at the local Cosmetology
School.
New Images School Academy of Beauty ( a Paul Mitchell School) teaches the art
of cosmetology, but part of that education involves working on clients. This is where
the underpaid and unkempt BSU student enters the picture.
The fear of leaving a beauty school with pink hair (or no hair) still haunts the minds
of many of us. At New Images, instructors arc
plentiful and oversee the work of their students.
On staff are specialists in every field of cosme-
tology, from nails to ethnic hair care to color
technicians.
The students undergo weeks of intensive
training before they start working on customers.
They are taught the basics of hair and skin chem-
istry and basic aesthetics, and they experiment
on each other and mannequin heads. It's these
heads that leave with pink hair and strange
perms, not the customer.
I was privileged to spend several hours with
the newest class of future cosmetologists.
Although they were not yet out of the classroom
(and therefore their services were free to family
and friends at this stage) I bravely offered myself
up as guinea pig. The result? I became a highly
pampered and pleased guinea pig.
IT'S NEW
1-t'$" U'lJ,94A-e
It's I)[pstafgia Lane
specia[izing in
50's 60's 70's
rIl : ~~~~~~nO~le"
~ • Hals /I
I!!i Jewelry
Furniture
Gifts & Thrifts
AUTHENTIC YET AFFORIJABLE
9o£ostafgiaLane
6623 'l1stid~
Boise It]) 83704
(208) 322-5708
A shampoo, haircut and style start at $7.50.
Shampoo and a set from $5.50
Color from $15.00
Perms from $18.00 to $30.00
Facials with makeup from $8.50
Manicures from $4.00
Sculptured nails from $17.50
Nail fills from $12.50
The price for work by
seniors usually ranges from $2
to $4 extra. Other services
include styling for special
events, facial waxing, hair
relaxing, pedicures, bang
trims, and mustache and beard
trims.
All the students, male and
female, learn proficiency in
these areas, with some stu-
dents concentrating on just
nails. A recent nail customer
stated that her recent set of
acrylics from New Images was
the best she'd ever received.
New Images Academy of
Beauty is located at 2757
Broadway, near Shopko. They
arc open Tuesday through
Saturday and appointments arc
recommended.
I thoroughly enjoyed the
individualized attention at
New Images and am already
planning my next visit. I think .....-------.....;.,......:.
a pedicure will be a must before sandal wearing starts. I am also thinking about a color
treatment with my next haircut. I like the feeling of being able to afford beauty treat-
ments I had only read about before.
Next stop: the school of massage therapy!
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Health Source Balancing Home, Family, Work and Fun: Can it all fit? St. Luke's Women's Life
focuses on this topicon Monday, April 14, from 7 to 9 p.rn, 1I!J90 E. ~annock St.,
- 10th Floor Alpi~e Room. Attendance is free.
Artwork is being solicited from Idaho artists for St. Luke's Auxiliary's 41st annual
Christmas Card project. All Idaho artists are encouraged to participate. Proceeds from
the sale of cards benefits St. Luke's Regional Medical Center, St. Luke's Mountain
States Tumor Institute, and the Mountain States Medical Research Institute. For guide-
lines on submission or for more information contact Linda Albanese (208) 386-2252
or submit artwork April 11-12 at 115 Jefferson St., Boise.
Women's Life will present "What's New in the Workplace: Hot Topics In
Employment Law." Particular attention will be given to the Americans with
Disabilities Act and the Family Medical Leave Act. The free seminar will be held
Thursday, April I?, from noon to 1 p.rn. at 103 West State St.
St. Alphonsus and BSU team up to provide new service
by Erin Burden being seen at the Student Health Center
first. From there a student can be
referred to another physician.
The Health Choice line
also offers mental health
crisis counseling. The
talents of professional
mental health coun-
selors will be avail-
able to students at
times of crisis, and
through them stu-
dents may be
referred to the
Boise State
:Ynlv~iji~y',"
Counseling Center or
to other mental health
providers.
To reach Health Choice
from Boise or the BSU cam-
pus call 385-1459. Students out-
side Boise can call toll free 1-800-236-
5295.
Boise State University, in coordination with St. Alphonsus Regional Medical
Center, took medical assistance out of clinics and put it on phone lines. As of March
26, a new phone service called Health Choice was made available to Idahoans. This
service replaced the previous Ask-A-Nurse line based out of Washington state, giving
BSU students an advantage.
By knowing a caller is a BSU student, nurses can
give information about student health insur-
ance benefits and restrictions, whether
the BSU student insurance will
cover the necessary medical care
and if the $100 deductible will be
waived. . ...., ..•.
Health Choice offerSfu11-f~e~
paying students help oradvice on
minor injuries and illnesses, or
what to do about a sick child.
A registered nurse can also put
students in contact with a doctor in
;thcir area; however, be aware stu-
dent health insurance will not cover
a visit to a referred doctor without
i~e .
· .... REBECCA SCOTT DECISION
•..•.....................................................
i~e
· .... REBECCA SCOTT DECISION
i~e
UPSTAIRS .. , .. REBECCA SCOTT DECISION
DOWNSTAiRS .. 1ft} 1OtJ~'iifip
i~e
UPSTAIRS " ... REBECCA SCOTT DECISION
DOWNSTAIRS, .1ft}1OtJ~'iifip
· .. , .Jam Session with
REBECCA seorr
....................................... ~ .
UPSTAIRS ..... FAT JOHN & TIE TlIEE SlII5
.........................................................
· , ... FAT JOHN & TIE TIlEE 51115
THE STUDENT RESIDENTIAL LIFE
OFFICE INVITES YOU TO JOIN US ON
£AMPU'S NEXT YEARI I1Ju
These Theme Floors are Available for Fall 1997
PASS towers ha1l2B
The PASS (Promoting Academic Success for Students) Floor will
promote academic success through educational and social
programming ...a place for the serious student who is willing to
live in an academic setting.
LIFE chaffee hall Al
The LIFE (Learning In a Fitness Environment) Floor is a wellness
environment where educational and social programs will revolve
around physical fitness and health and where the students agree
not to use alcohol, tobacco or drugs.
OAF chaffee hall 2A
The OAF (Outdoor Adventure Floor) is a living area for students
who are involved in outdoor recreation activities such as
kayaking, mountain biking and skiing. High energy and enthu-
siasm for the outdoors are anticipated. .
VIA towers hall 2A
The VIA (Values In Action) Floor is an area where students will
agree to uphold conservative community values and where a
student's beliefs and individual choices will be appreciated and
respected .
. For more information, call 385-3986
by Ariel Spaeth with dust, molds, animal dander and other allergens. Still other allergens incite rareand severe reactions which can cause anaphylactic shock or even death.
Allergic people react when an allergen, such as pollen, enters the system. The body
reacts with immunoglobulin E (lgE) which is bonded to mast cells, causing the extra
mucus and eye irritation. Mast cells are found in the nose and eyes. People with aller-
gies have more IgE in their bodies than non-sufferers, which contributes to these
overreactions.
Seasonal sufferers can be made aware of the times of year they are most susceptible
to allergens, and prepare accordingly. Here in the Northwest, the prime time for tree
pollen is Feb.-April; for grass antigens it is May-Sept.; and for weed pollen May-
Oct. The worst times of day are 5 a.m, to 10 a.m. and right before dusk. Pollen is more
prevalent during these times.
A good rainstorm diminishes the pollen in the air, but less than two hours after such
a storm mold spores-another allergen--<:an appear.
While we can't be expected to stay inside during these times, an awareness of peak
pollen months and hours can help
sufferers gauge attacks and diag-
nose their frequency.
As of now, drugs seem to be the
most effective means of treating
allerg(es. Adequte does of vitamins
8-6, 8-12 and C also help.
Prescription and over-the-counter
medicines usually contain some
kind of antihistamine. While it is
possible to treat oneself, it should
be noted that antihistamines can
cause side effects, the most notable
being drowsiness, stomach upset,
headaches, blurred vision and dry-
ness of the mouth.
Identifying allergens and the
symptoms is the first step.
Awareness of treatment is next.
With wide support networks and
new drug research, the future looks
clearer for the sniffling, sneezing,
stuffed-up millions.
For advice and support on the
World Wide Web, check out
either http://www.allerdays.com
or allergyshoptiiallergyshop.com.
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Allergies .strike innocent students
Spring is here and so are the allergies that plague 40 million people in the United
States. After recently discovering that I was one of them, I decided to research the
subject further and try to aid myself and others.
There are several web sites devoted to allergy sufferers. Some of them are created
by pharmaceutical companies and others are people sharing their experiences and tales
of woe. Either way, they prove useful in any search for information and relief.
Symptoms of an allergy attack can include: a runny nose; sneezing; itchy, puffy,
watery eyes; dry, itchy throat and nasal congestion. Of course, these symptoms can
also b.ecaused by viral infections and the common cold. Most people with allergies
__._. ~~penence symptoms twice-a year during spring and late summer.
Allergic rhinitis, or hay fever, is the most common form of allergy. However, some
people can experience the symptoms year round or whenever they come in contactr-~-------~----------------------'! FREE STORAGE BUCKS! i
I I
: ~ This coupon good for $10.00 OFF I.:* monthly rental of any size storage at i
I STOR-ITRENTAL STORAGE I
I I
I FIVE CONENIENT LOCATIONS TO SPEND YOUR BUCKS I
I E. BOISE 344-6997 N. BOISE 853-4527 SW.BOISE 376-8750 MERIDIAN 887-0047 I
I 3 MIN. FROM BSU 10 MIN. FROM BSU 15 MIN. FROM BSU 20 MIN. FROM BSU I
I I
I "one coupon" I
I per month per customer EXPIRES 8-31-97 IL ~ ~
5 sessions- $20
10 sessions- $35
10% student discount with 1.0.
$2 on Wednesday with package
- 327-0667
338 N. Orchard
(off Morris Hill on Orchard)
CiCqpital. Educators
Founded 1936
FEDERAL CREDIT -UNION
TIllS CREDIT UNION IS
FEDERALLY INSURED BY
THE NATIONAL CREDIT
UNION ADMINISTRATION
Serving the financial needs of
Boise State University
employees, students,
alumni, and
their families!
Call us for information on how you can join
CAPITAL EDUCATORS
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
MAIN OFFICE
7450 Thunderbolt Dr.
(Corner Franklin & Cole)
Boise, 10
MCMILLAN
12195 McMillan Rd.
(Corner McMillan& Cloverdale)
Boise, 10
PARK CENTER
345 Bobwhite Ct.
Boise, 10
CALL US FOR INFORMATION
208-377-4600
800-223-7283 (Idaho)
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health care and welfare experts. Audience members are
urged to participate.
The moderator for the April 15 presentation at
Albertson College is Robert leBow, M.D., Terry Reilly
Health Services. Panelists are Richard Aguilar, M.D.,
Medical Center Physicians, P.A.; Mark Adams, CEO,
Columbia West Valley Medical Center; Steve Rodeletz,
Led by Gary Robertson of Rigby and Craig Fisher of advocate for the disabled; Mary Anne Saunders, deputy
Kuna, eight students from the marketing/management director for welfare reform, Idaho Department of Health
technology program at Boise State University fared well and Welfare; and Roger Sherman, director Community
in a state business competition recently. Reweaving Project for United Vision for Idaho.
Robertson took first in both the apparel and acces- The moderator for the April 16 presentation at Boise
sories and the fashion merchandise promotioncontest- State is BSU biology professor Russell Centanni.---
~~i1e Fisher took first in the individual and team compe- _ Panelists are Steve Rodoletz; Mary Anne Saunders; E.E.
tition in general marketing at the Idaho Delta Epsilon "Gil" Gilbertson, former CEO of St. Luke's Regional
Chi Career Conference, which was held in Boise. Medical Center; Roger Sherman; and Humberto
Fisher's teammate in the general marketing team compe- Fuentes, executive director of Idaho Migrant Council.
tition was Jake Keaton of Mountain Home.
All eight BSU students qualified to compete at Delta
Epsilon Chi's National Career conference in Anaheim,
Calif., May 7-10.
The BSU students competed against students from
College of Southern Idaho, Lewis-Clark State College,
Ricks College, Eastern Idaho Technical College and
North Idaho College.
Delta Epsilon Chi is a professional fraternity for busi-
ness students. The competition, hosted by the BSU
College of Technology, is judged by business managers
from the Boise area.
Following are the results from the Idaho Delta
Epsilon Chi Career Conference:
Gary Robertson, Rigby-First in apparel and acces-
sories. First in fashion merchandise promotion.
Craig Fisher, Kuna-First in individual general mar-
keting. First in team general marketing.
Jake Keaton, Mountain Home-First in team general
marketing.
Pat Lolly, Boise-Third in sales promotion plan.
Fourth in food marketing.
Jim Andrews, Meridian-Second in restaurant and
rood service marketing.
Heather Phillips,Caldwell-Second in team advertis-
ing campaign.
Allen Davis, Payette-Second in team advertising
campaign.
Julie Russell, Boise-Second in entrepreneurship.
NEWSSUCKET
Robertson, Fisher lead
BSUstudents at state
business competition
Discussion on welfare,
health care reform slated
for next week
The Treasure Valley Bio-ethics Consortium is spon-
soring its annual spring symposium April 15 and 16 on
"More With Less: Safer or Sorrier? An Ethical
Appraisal of Health Care Reform." The public is invited
to attended this free event.
The symposium will be held from 7 to 9:30 p.m, on
Tuesday, April 15, at the Langroise Center Recital Hall
at Albertson College of Idaho in Caldwell, and from 7 to
9:30 p.rn, on Wednesday, April 16, in the SUB Hatch
Ballroom at Boise State University.
The keynote speaker is James E. Reagan, Ph.D., med-
ical ethicist and ethics consultant for Veterans
Administration National Center for Clinical Ethics in
White River Junction, Vt.
Following Reagan will be a panel discussion by area
Students receive
scholarship from
automotive wholesalers
Four students from the industrial/mechanical division
of the Boise State University College of Technology
received scholarships from the Automotive Wholesalers
of Idaho earlier this month.
The recipients were Brad Poluski, Meridian, and
Chad Bullock, Boise, automotive technology; George
Hogg, Caldwell, recreation and small engine repair; and,
Oren Hanson, Caldwell, auto body repair.
Since 1975, the Automotive Wholesalers of Idaho
have provided about 250 scholarships for worthy stu-
dents attending one of the state's six post secondary
mechanical-related programs.
At BSU the scholarships have been awarded to more
than 75 students in the various industrial/mechanical
division programs. According to program manager Gary
Ambarri, many of the students have become leading
technicians in the industry.
The Automotive Wholesalers of Idaho is made up of
about 55 auto parts stores and warehouse distributors
throughout the state. One of the association's primary
functions is to promote the training of qualified techni-
cians. One way is through its annual donation of schol-
arship money.
Students choose favorite
faculty for recognition
Six Boise State University professors have been
selected as the 1997 Faculty Recognition Award winners
by the Associated Students of BSU. The six winners
were chosen from among 44 professors nominated by
BSU students.
The winners are theatre arts professor Ann Hoste,
College of Arts and Sciences; management professor
Kevin Learned, College of Business and Economics;
teacher education professor Roger Stewart, College of
Education; communication professor Ben L. Parker,
College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs; and busi-
ness technology instructor Wanda Metzgar, College of
Technology.
Those nominated were:
College of Arts and Sciences-Michael Baltzell, the-
atre arts; Brad Bammel, chemistry; Elmo Benson, art;
James Jirak, music; John Killmaster, art; Anne Klautsch,
theatre arts; Ellen McKinnon, communication; William
Mech, Honors/mathematics; James Munger, biology;
George Roberts, art; John Robertson, modern languages;
Cheryl Shurtleff-Yeung, art; and Claire Trerise, art.
College of Business and Economics-Richard Payne,
economics; and Ed Petkus, marketing.
College of Education-James Nicholson, counseling;
and Lawrence Rogien, foundations, technology and sec-
ondary education.
College of Health Sciences-Barhara Allerton, nurs-
ing; Teresa Holbrook, nursing; and Joanne Springer,
nursing.
College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs-
Leslie Aim, political science and public affairs; Marvin
Cox, communication; John Freemuth, political science;
Peter Lutze, communication; Suzanne McCorkle, com-
munication; Janet Mills, public administration; Gary
Moncrief, political science; Rick Moore, communica-
tion; Max Pavesic, anthropology; Gregory Raymond,
political science; Mary Rohlfing, communication; Steve
Sallie, political science; Pennie Seibert, psychology; and
Peter Wollheim, communication.
CollegeofTechnology-Hans Kuhr, electrical engi-
neering; and Manly Slough, culinary arts. .
IIWorld's Largest Garage
Sale" set for Canyon
County campus
Get ready for the biggest garage sale ever! BSU
Canyon County campus, a unit of the College of
Technology, will hold its ninth annual "World's Largest
Garage Sale" this week.
The sale will be from 8 a.m. to 5 p.rn. April 11 and 8
a.rn. to noon April 12 at 2407 Caldwell Blvd. in Nampa.
The event is the main fund-raising activity for the
programs based at the Nampa campus.
Items for sale include upholstery fabric and leather;
recreational vehicle cushions, mattresses and box
springs; RV seats, throw pillows and couches; and RV
mini-blinds and curtain material. There will also be
hide-a-bed frames, curtain rods, bedspreads, tables,
chairs, foam mattresses, RV tire covers, head boards,
polyester fiber and many miscellaneous items.
Homestyle Industries of Nampa has donated many of the
items. Businesses and individuals who are interested in
donating Hems to the sale may contact Dennis Griffin,
Canyon County campus manager, at 385-4701 or 467-
5707.
The even! will also feature a fund-raising booth for
Julianne Prudhomme, the daughter of a Canyon County
Campus employee who recently underwent a five-organ
transplant. Membership in a pre-paid phone cards pro-
gram will be for sale. A percentage of the proceeds from
the, sale of the phone cards will go to a fund to help
Prudhomme's family pay her medical bills.
Money raised through the garage sale has gone
toward student scholarships, short-term loans and the
purchase of lab and classroom equipment for the pro-
grams operating from the Nampa facility. In addition,
the refrigeration, heating and air conditioning program
purchased computer and printer equipment to run simu-
lation programs and to allow students to complete
resumes.
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ASBSU.elections this week
by Tlftany Wren
Staff Writer
The polls will be open from 8 a.rn. until 5 p.m, Wednesday, April
9 and Thursday, April 10. Students can vote at anyone of the fol-
lowing buildings for the college senators and the ASBSU execu-
tives: Student Union Lobby, Business Building, Education Building,
Morrison Center, Albertson's Library, Applied Technology Building
(round), and Pavilion Auxiliary Gym. The Student Union lobby and
the Pavilion Gym will stay open until 7 p.rn, on Wednesday only.
Unofficial results will be announced in the Senate Forum at
approximately 8 p.rn. on April 10 following the ballot count. The
results will be official with ASBSU Judiciary approval on Tuesday,
April 15, and the swearing-in ceremony willtakeplace tentatively
Thursday, April 24.
Students take
part in first-ever
Murder Mystery
by Kelly Millington
What's that James Bond 007 theme song again? Oil well, if
you don't know now you certainly will by the end of this week-
end after taking part in the residence halls' James Bond Murder
Mystery.
Morrison and Driscoll Hall Resident Director Jon Tucker
introduced the Murder Mystery idea to Resident Hall
Association members, who formed a group to plan and coordi-
nate the event. If successful, the group hopes RHA will make
the Murder Mystery an annual event. The Murder Mystery was
planned yearly at the University of Oregon, where Tucker used
to serve as assistant resident director. .
Toby Mouser, a member of the Clues and Traveling
Committee, describes the Murder Mystery as an interactive
movie where participants travel from scene to scene with only
cryptic clues to go on.
On April 11, the day of the event, groups will receive pack-
ets of information pertaining to the Murder Mystery.
"Some of that information is useful, some of it's not so use- ~
ful," says Mouser. "I can't tell you what's what."
Participants will be briefed on the night's events and receive ~
the first clue. ~
The clues, Mouser says, "are actually pretty difficult. You 0
have to really think."
In planning the clues, the Clues and Traveling Committee .~
has made sure groups will not cross paths during the evening. .;r
Committee members want to ensure no one will share informa-l
tion. .~
'"As for travel, Mouser says his committee has settled on a .}
safe form of transportation, but every mode from helicopters to ~
limousines to horse and buggy was considered. .~
Once the mystery has ended, groups will return to Mission ~
Control to answer a questionnaire pertaining to specific items'f'
says Mouser. Saturday evening, RHA will hold a party for all .;:
actors and participants. ~
~Funding for the event came from RHA, hall governments j
and a change drive. The group is also awaiting funding from :
ASBSU. Murder Mystery participants are invited to dress casu-]
ally of formally. Opportunities are still available and anyone J
can take part. Tickets cost $20 per group, comprised of four to ~
five peopl.e. c
For more information call Jon Tucker at 385-1978.
Tn:.¢· e.1.rbit:.¢·r $:.¢':.¢'J\.,$ ait
e.1.rt Bir:.¢·ct@>r
!@>r th.:.¢·1991-98 acad:.¢·ti1,ic ~f:.¢·ar.
• Work begins in June.
• Qualified candidates will be knowledgable in
QuarkXPress & must have graphic design skills.
• Publication schedule requires work mostly during the weekends.
• Candidates must be BSU students.
-------- .. , ""',-. . ....... "' ..""..•...._ ....-/..._.
Contact Josh Casten at 345-820'i.
E X C L U S I V. ELY' / a r F A C U L T Y tl II d S T A F F
D or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes,
.1. 'we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs
are tax-deferred annuities designed to help build
additional assets - money that can help make the
difference between living and living lI'dl after
your working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted
from your salary on a pretax basis, so you pay
less in taxes now. And since earnings on your
SRAs are also tax dclcrrcd until you receive them
as retirement income. the money you don't send
to Washington can work even harder for you.
What else do SRAs offer? A full range of
investment choices and the financial expertise
of TIAA-CREF -America's largest retirement
- . .organization.
To find out more, stop by your benefits office
or give us a call at 1800842-2888. We'll show
you how SRAs can lower your taxes.
Do it today-it couldn't hurt.
Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it,"
. . . . . . • Based on assets under rn~lOagemenl.
CRIJ' l"C'rllhl'alt's are' d,urlbulrd by TIA,\·CFH·:F Indi\"idu'll ;md InstirulionilfSC'nil'C's I . F . I ... ... .. .
call I BOO842.2;33. t'XI. 5509. Iora curr-ent CRFF iros l' R J h . nc. or mo.re' lomp ('1(' inlcrrnarion, including charges and t'X~nst'5,
• I ~ectus. ea I (' prospectus t:ardull,v bdorC' you inve'si or send money. ()au arlin! UI(': 2/97.
I ~ I \
,. I t
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According to a National Statistics of Women of
Mexican Descent study conducted ·in 1992-1993,
Hispanics are the fastest growing minority group with
13.4 million people, and 48.8 percent of them are
women. The study states 29.3 percent of them lived in
poverty in 1992.
"The jobs offered to these women are fragile, low-
wage jobs and are seasonal with few or no benefits,"
Segura says .
Of the many barriers holding these women from
securing higher working positions and higher incomes,
the first is education.
"It is critical to getting good jobs, but. the low levels
of education limit their employment selection," she says.
Money wasn't the biggest factor crippling education
and jobs.
"Class is more important," Segura says. "We are all
supposed to be at the starting gate with Affirmative
Action pointing us there. But our social environment,
like assets and property value, determines our net worth,
not our income." Few Chicanas work in high paying or
managerial positions, says Segura, who wants to break
the cycle.
Keynote speech:
Working class Chicana women face m~ny barriers
The keynote address at Wednesday evening's
Mexican American Studies Conference was presented
by Denise Segura, a sociology professor at the
University of California at Santa Barbara. Her topic:
"Everyday Feminist Activism: The Lives of Chicana
Working Class Women."
A leader iil the field of Chicana studies, Segura
researches the education, employment and income of
Mexican-American working women. She says her cam-
pus is the "only one in the country with a strong Chicana
studies program and infrastructure."
Her department maintains its own curriculum and
major in this field of study, community internships, a
library, and an educational opportunities program, she
added.
Segura focused on statistics which show the barriers
Chicana women face in the areas of employment and
equality. According to her data, 30 percent of
Californians are of Hispanic origin and 45 to 55 percent
of these people don't complete high school.
Welcome back Photography Students
Boise Photography
and Darkroom Supply
Free film when you buy lIford paper
Idaho's Largest Film Selection
7995 Fairview (Next to Taco Time)
-323-0022-
STI]I) I~NTDIS(~f)I]NrrS
This is due to a combination of problems, including
lack of suppo.rt for continuing education from their fami-
. lies and background. Seguar determined this from her
1990 study of 152 women who work at her university in
positions other than faculty. These women say they want
equality while maintaining their Mexican culture. In this
study, one half reported some sort of sexual harassment
on the job .Forty percent experienced discrimination but
chose not to do anything to stop it.
Segura says, "The women don't want to be blamed
for things."
Segura also credits skin color as a factor that is an
"important dynamic that happens-at school and the
workplace."
Her study has found a strength of negative attitudes
toward Chicanas.They have to try harder and prove
themselves more to demonstrate they can do a job just as
well. Segura is one of five Chicanas employed among
the 700 faculty members at UCSB. The professor says
she is proud of her Ph.D. She encourages students to call
her "Doctor" to remind them, she adds, that "Yes, a
Chicana can do it."
Wanted: People who like to
rampage, pillage, and destroy.
D & D Fridays from 5:30 til ??
Call or Come in For More Info.
ATTENTION:
STAR WARS FANS
MAGIC DRAGON
3015 W. State S1.Boise, Idaho 83703
(208) 345-7118
We carry a large selection of
Star Wars memorabilia,
collectible cards and card game.
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Ask for Eric or Call 853-0803
, . . " " ~
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bynHany Wren
StaHwriter
t!uis,II •• dez: 'IlOO'erSDGB"
p..es,@SI§·'flg ..••artie;tonfi re
;~.;,.'. '/','.;': .'·,;',','-'\''.\-: r.~',::c:, ~':!f/,' .' >:'","',': .; ,;'-"~,-'.'.:;'" , >.:~
to plug back into
them," reflecting
different aspects
of his back-
ground through
his work. Born
and raised in
Texas and now
residing in New.
Mexico, Jimenez
says he uses
southwesternAmerican culture to bring out mythical
qualities of symbols such as cowboys and Indians.
. "TIle first cowboys were Mexican ,"he said ofan
invention his own community created. He enjoys using
animals such as the Coyote, Rattlesnake,and Eagle-
the last an important symbol for native Mexicans-to
portray images of Mexico in an American setting. The
cliched images 'he prefers to use, such lis Indians killing
buffalo, are "overexaggerated and oversimplified,"
Jimenez says.
Another popular image the artist works with abun-
dantly'-most often through drawings and litho-
graphs-is death, often portrayed as a woman in
Mexico. Called "LaTalaca," Jiminez draws her as a
bare-breasted skeleton with long hair flowing down her
back. With this theme he says he likes to "explore ideas
and play around with images according to statementsI
want to make." The drawing, "Baile con la Talaca,"
cOillpleted in 1984, shows a man dancing with the
skeletal woman figure. Jimenez drew the first copies of
this,:"cU known piece while working in his print shop
after a close friend of his died in 1983. .
Jimenez's art has profoundly affected the public.
Opinions, Iound in thegailcry gues! book of the display
in the Student Union Gallery, range from describing it
as offensive and graphic to richly spiritual and con-
frontational.Manyonlookers wrote that they felt
Jimenez's strongandrich Hispanic ethnicity seeping
putofeac~picture,and responded favorably to the
boIdcolorshe uses. Jason Masner, a BSU student who
. attended the conference, labeled Jimenez asone'.'trans-
fixed with mortality and traditionalism. He comes
acrossasa.verj intelligent
and prolific artist.'
AlmaG6mcz, a local artist
also featuredin.the confer-
..encea~d an etnployeeof ..
BSU,says Jimenez is a "very··
'outgoiiJgand friendly man."
His work is "energetic. When .•
you lookafit all his lines are
flowing. It'sdynamjcwork."
Jimenez ecjITiinut~ to .,
Hous.!on aileen weekto leac~'
·ariclasse.s whi.letra\,eling
his work for the special annualevent.Thc art, as Baker around the country forvari-
says, " ... has a unique style. There's a subtle weaving ous commissions and presen~
of his Mexican heritage into pieces that look American. lations such as the Mexican- .
This technique makes hisworksointerest.ing;" . AmericanStudies·Qmferen~~
First·cstablishil1g hiinS(llfiI1Ne\\l.Yor~,Jimenez has at BSU. His work)vm bean'
shov.:n his workthrougholit. thco.S. Numerous· pieCes >~dispillyi.n the~all~ry(,Jnthe
aredispJay~dinmuselJms atidlnfrontofvariousjllsti~ .......••.•..s~l1dfl,~i :ofttie~iu~en(
tutions a..r.o..u.l1dt.h.·e. Co.... u.n.I.J.·.Y·.•••.<.:. :............. . '.' .. •.... . .....";~JJnllmBulldJOguntd'... . ) ..':..:i d" -, 'Ar~ll~·.·
....Jjm~n.efs~y~.~~:}~~~;~.0)f~t~!'"R~tl;l.trli),t'()~~ ..9,~ye': ...0'."
Students, faculty
and area residents
of diverging ethnic-
ities flooded into
the Grace Jordan
BMaII~oomA·for t~e . LuisJlm6l1ez'swork will be lin disoJov In the SUB through April 18.
extcan mencan .. 1'H010 BY KhA AROWN .
Studies Conference, On Wednesday evening they heard
from nationally known.artistLuis Jimenez during his
presentation, "Manon Fire."
In his work,·Jimcnez fuses Mexican and Anglo cul-
tures with a strong passion for life andmortality.
Sociology professor Dick Baker, the conference
coordinator.was excited Jimenez was willi!'g to share
~-,-_._..,-.-..-,.....,;,._._ ....~._~-
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BSU professor says Nampa
schools are failing Ilmiserably"
wc.;;§
"THIS IS'
. NbTA··
PROBLEM,
IT'S A
CRISIS."
WILLIAM
PARETT·
I
NEWS 13
by Asendon Ramirez
"The Nampa School District is failing
miserably," said BSU sociology professor
and Mexican American Studies Gonference
coordinator Dick Baker in reference to that
community's Hispanic drop-out rate.
The professor was one of the community
leaders, guest educators and BSU faculty
gathered for a panel to discuss what was
being done locally about the drop-out rate of
Hispanic youth. The panel was the last event
of the afternoon on April-S, the final day of
Mexican American Studies Conference.
The panel also included Rudolfo Chavez
Chavez, New Mexico State University;
Enrique Trueba, Harvard University; Sam
Byrd, Idaho Task Force on Hispanic
Education; and College of Education Dean
Robert Barr, BSU; and moderators William
Parrett and Robert Bahruth, both BSU pro-
fessors.
Baker conducted research on the educa-
tion of Hispanics in Nampa schools and con-
cluded that study in t 995. Baker says he
asked Nampa educators to grade themselves
on their efforts. The educators were giving
themselves' A's and 'B's while their schools
suffered from a dropout rate of 67 percent,
said the sociologist. Baker also found
Hispanics under-represented in the school's
student government and accelerated classes.
At the conclusion of his research Baker
presented his findings to' Nampa district
administrators. The professor says officials
told him their was no problem and that he
and his research were "the problem."
Sam Byrd says he is tired of making rec-
ommendations to the state and seeing noth-
ing done on the issue. Byrd recalled going to
court on the issue of Hispanic drop-outs in
1979, when he was working with the Idaho
Migrant Council. The state and the IMC
reached a settlement out of court in 1983,
but Byrd says the state continues to violate
the conditions of that settlement.
Byrd, himself a former migrant laborer
who left the fields of Idaho for the offices of
the IMC in 1963, enrolled at BSU last
semester,
"I was a victim ... confirming what we
already know ... It's time we stop Warning
the students so that the students can sue-
ceed," says the task force chairman, who is
now working toward a college degree.
Barr said, "We must awaken ourselves ...
We are creating an apartheid of ignorance.
We're in a cultural war ... We cannot be
passive or we will lose."
Barr went on to outline the "chilling"
variables of the drop-out. issue. Barr said
when these variables were present there was
a better than 90 percent chance that a child
will drop out of school. The variables were:
.~ 1. Poverty
2. Attending school with other poor chil-
dren. Barr referred to this as the "insidious
idea of providing a neighborhood school"
3. A child held back within the first three
years of his/her education
4. A child not reading well by the third
grade.
"The world of work is disappearing ...
Only those with an education will live a
good life," concluded Barr.
After each panelist had spoken the group
fielded questions from the audience. One
Nampa parent asked what could be done to
hold the Nampa district accountable for its
failures. Chavez encouraged parents to
march in protest, Baker said he would try
.again to "drive his point," and Byrd said the
structure of school board needs to be
changed or "We're (Hispanics arc) not going
to be included."
"They can't oppress us if we don't allow
ourselves to be oppressed," said Byrd.
Chicano educator speaks
abo~t Hispanic dropoilt rate
by Asencion Ramirez
Speaking to a full house, New Mexico
State University professor of education
Rudolfo Chavez Chavez told his audience
that educators know what they need to do
keep Hispanic students in school, but are not
implementing that knowledge. Chavez was
at BSU for the second day of the Mexican
American Studies Conference.
The Hispanic dropout rate is one in five
students compared to a national average of
one in 10.Mexican-American students are
also three times as likely as other students to
drop out.
"We found that the best policies were not
being implemented or consistently applied.
Puro canto y nada de opera-we heard one
thing and saw another," said Chavez.
Chavez was appointed by President
Clinton to the Hispanic Dropout Project,
which was initiated to research the dropout
issue.The project, titled "No more excuses,"
sent researchers and educators across the
nation in search of exemplary programs.
They found them in places such as Calexico,
Calif., and the Bronx, N.Y. The Calexico
program has Icss than a two percent dropout
rate and sends 80 percent of its students on
to universities.
The project also found many stereotypes
and myths in place throughout the nation.
According to Chavez, well-meaning people
arc quick to blame drop-outs based on their
families, communities and language. The
professor said bad educators and school dis-
tricts blamed parents, made no attempts to
change teaching methods and said nothing
could be done for those students because of
poverty. Chavez also found "a small, signifi-.
cant number [of educators] who just didn't
give a damn."
"It was actually very wise to drop out of
these schools," said Chavez.
He also said the term "drop-out" repre-
sents a misnomer that shifts the blame from
the system to the student, and that the term
"push-outs" was more accurate. He added
that bad schools used remedial classes,
tracking and discipline as excuses to elimi-
nate students.
The project reported there were a number
of things done at good schools to keep stu-
dents in the classroom. Chavez listed them
this way:
1. Schools had and maintained a sense of
high achievement and quality.
2. An "ethic of authentic caring" was pre-
sent.
3. Meaningful adult/child interconnec-
tions were established. Chavez told of a Los
Angeles school that required teachers to
have a hobby; those hobbies were put to
practice in school clubs. When one teacher'
told her administrators she didn't have a
hobby but liked to attend Laker games, she
soon found herself as the advisor to the
Laker Club, taking students to games.
4. Bilingual education was an non-issue
and an acceptable component of education.
5. Schools constantly struggled to
improve.
6. Good schools "zealously" maintained
the integrity of the students, one learner at a .
time.
"La Grall Pendejada [The great mistake]
is that nothing mentioned above you did not
already know," Chavez told educators and
parents in the room, "For the record-we
already knew what to do."
Chavez concluded his speech by saying
Hispanics must. take a stand for social jus-
tice.
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Thornton succeedswith Sling Blade
by Josh caslen and terrorizes the young boy and his mother with his
drunken tirades, onl~ ,to apologize the next morning.
It's a life Karl insists Frank shouldn't have to live.
When Frank tells Karl that he wants to kill Doyle, Karl
tells him "You're just a boy. You shouldn't have those
thoughts."
Everything you may have heard about Billy Bob
Thornton's new film Sling Blade is true. It is a film of
great power and heart,with refreshing doses of humor
and subtlety.
The Southern tale begins when the
main character, Karl, is about to be set
free from a mental hospital after 27
years' punishment for the brutal mur-
der of his mother and her lover. In an
interview with a young college journal-
ist, he, retells his tale of neglect, vio-
lenceand imprisonment. As a young
boy Karl was kept him in a shack in the
back yard, where he sleptjn a small
hole dug into the bare floor. One day
he heard a commotion inside the house,
and entered to find his mother having
sex with a young man. Karl killed the
man and after discovering that his
mother didn't actually mind what the
man had been doing, he was angered
even more and cut her down as well.
" Karl finds a job as a small engine repairman, and
befriends a young boy named Frank (Lucas Black). The
two soon become strong friends, as Frank is fatherless
and wants a male figure in his life, while Karl becomes
enchanted with the simplicity and purity of children.
The pace of the movie is as slow as a Southern day,
with lots of character development and several funny
moments when Karl interacts with the citizens of the
small town.
The conflict is established with the introduction of
Doyle, Frank's mother's boyfriend, a brutal drunk
played with startling cruelty by country star Dwight
Yoakam. Doyle has forced his way into Frank's home,
Karl and Frank find solitude at a secluded spot by a
pond, where the two of them can escape the rest of the
world. The strongest, most touching sequences in the
film come in the scenes at Frank's secret place, where
the two reveal startling and sometimes horrible things
about themselves. Several years in the past, Frank's
father had killed himself. Karl recalls the tale when, as a
young boy, his parents had another child. They came out
to his shack, gave him a bundle and told him to throw it
in the trash. With the innocence of a child, Karl recalls
unwrapping the towel only to discover a small baby. He
took it to the corner of the yard, burying it in a shoe box
and laying a headstone on the shallow grave. Karl then
realizes he has told this horrible story to a young boy,
and repeating one of hismany pet phrases, says "You're
just a boy. You shouldn't have to hear such things."
Karl's sense of justice is simple. Children should be
protected and lead happy, simple lives. His belief in the
innocence and purity of children is tantamount to his life
outside the institution. Beyond that, he follows the
Bible, or at least the parts he can understand. Everything
else confuses him, although he can rationally alter his
views when he sees fit. In speaking to a gay store man-
ager, Karl says "the Bible says two men should not lay
together, but I reckon the good Lord wouldn't send a
man like you to Hades."
Karl is an astounding character, both simple and
complex, subtle and blunt. Sling Blade as a film is much
the same, alternating between funny, shocking, gentle
and violent. This is in great part due to the collection of
characters Thornton has assembled, with the gentle store
manager,the passive mother, aggressive Doyle and con-
. templative Frank, all delivered with top-notch perfor-
mances.
The most startling performance of all is Robert
Duvall's brief appearance as Karl's father. Karl returns
to his boyhood home, and the audience gets to see the
. shack Karl grew up in, the hole in which he slept. Karl
then enters the home and confronts his father, saying
"You shouldn't have killed my brother. He would have
had some good times." This sequence packs a powerful
wallop, as Karl walks slowly to the corner of the yard
and reaches downto gently pet the headstone.
But things can't go on well forever; for Karl is not
cured. His sense of justice conflicts with Doyle's, with
fatal repercussions. He enacts his will upon the abusive,
controlling Doyle, with a simple plan of action that still
preserves his kind, protecting nature towards Frank and
his mother.
Sling Blade is unquestionably the best film of the
year, and among the best of the last several years. It's a
tale in the tradition of great Southern writer Flannery
O'Connor, full of hope and innocence, married with
insanity and violence. It's also a dynamic package, one
that affects the viewer viscerally. Highly Recommended.
Nine Lives
by Mark Taylor
"The Farm" offers a Wizard of Oz spoken-word opening, with Steven Tyler play-
ing the role of Dorothy. With a bouncy beat and lots of strange dubbed effects, I could
see potential for an hilarious music video. The lyrics to "Crash" lend some validity to
the mental instability theories; Tyler sings almost indecipherably through a mega-
phone as the band tears it up. "Fallen Angels," the album's final track, continues the
Asian thread and closes things with a shtmmering bang. It may be too soon to deter-
mine whether Nine Lives deserves to be placed on the shelf with classics such as Toys
in the Attic or .
Permanent
Vacation. It is
safe to say,
though, that
there is less
obviously
commercial
material on
this release
than SOme
previous
efforts. As
such, this disc
deserves at
least a few
listens.
Staff Writer
- After an extended hiatus from recording and touring, Aerosmith is back with Nine
Lives. Rumors have been spread about the band in their absence. First it was that the
group, clean and sober since 1985, had returned to their hard-living ways. Then there
were the Whispers about someone in the band having a nervous breakdown, and that
producer Glen Ballard was dropped due to constant conflicts.
Whatever. The fact that Nine Lives packs a little more tension than some of the
band's more recent efforts may prove that all ain't swell in Beantown.
The title track comes across as a hard-edged rocker, complete with kitty cat squalls.
The first single "Falling In Love (Is Hard On Your Knees)" is a humorous throwaway,
catchy but lightweight. The opening passage of "Hole In My Soul" digs deep in the
Aerosmith bag of tricks to recall "Dream On."
Things take an eastern turn with "Taste of India," which stands out as one of the
best cuts on the album and one of the weirdest songs Aerosmith has ever recorded.
.Cornplcte with sarangi instrumentation, ihc band establishes a vibe that's unique for
them.
Singer Steven Tyler should be given the Breathalyzer for "Full Circle," which reeks
of good times spent at the corner bar. It's one of those songs that will get stuck in your
head if you let it, something Aerosmith is pretty good at. I once had "Rag Doll" on
repeat for three years.
-------------------------~~~.-~_•...~-..,
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Notorious BIG finds Life After Death
by Erica Hill
Life After Death seems such an ironic title for
Notorious B.I.G.'s 1997 release, considering his
recent, violent demise. More eerie than that is the
reputation Biggie keeps alive on this double CD
compilation. The track titles and subject matter of
most of the songs provide a premonition of his
fate. "Somebody's Gotta Die," "You're Nobody
('Til Somebody Kills You)," and "Goin' Back to
Cali" contain just of few of the odd foreshadow-
ings Biggie left before the March shooting in L.A.
His long-time associate, Sean "Puffy" Combs,
is almost as prominent as Biggie himself on this
album. As executive producer and a feature on
"Mo Money, Mo Problems" and "The World is
Filled," Combs appears as the driving force behind
Biggie, much as Snoop behind Dr, Drc.
Despite Combs' undeniable presence, Biggie is
still the man of the hour. His ability to incorporate
the sounds of the artists featured on his songs pro-
vides a unique melange. "Notorious Thugs" sees
Bone Thugs and Harmony combining with Biggie.
. The outcome: astounding.
R & B stars 112 arc also included on "Sky's the
Limit," where The Notorious B.I.G. tries his talent
at a Keith Sweat imitation. Il's actually not bad.
Although he doesn't out-and-out sing on this
- track; he dOcS-try on "Playa Hater." I was utterly
surprised that this mega rap star could hold a tune
convincingly. Lispy rhymes over bass-driven elec-
tronic sounds and drum lines on "Hypnotize"
make this track the gem. His rhyming skills
become apparent in lyrics such as "Dead right/if
they're head right/Biggie there every night/Poppa
been smooth since days of underoos/never
lose/never choose to bruise/who's who/do some-
thin' to us."
An almost-disco element is presented on "I Got
a Story to Tell" where Biggie really shows his
diversity; "I Love the Dough" lightened by Jay Z
and the sassy Angela Winbush, along with "The
World is Filled" featuring the ever-popular Too
Short and (of course) Puff Daddy, are two more of
the fabulous songs presented on this two-disc
compilation.
Biggie's violent death and the eerie way he
intuited it don't detract from the talent and mes-
sages he presented to his followers and fans. Life
After Death is a tribute to the life of one of the
most promising rap stars of the 20th century, who
himself admitted "You're Nobody ('Til Somebody.
Kills.You)."
Jamlroquai ... Traveling Without
Moving
As housy and electronic sounding as
Jamiroquai's previous release Return of the Space
Cowboy was, many expected his next album to
follow in the same footsteps.
They were wrong.
Jamiroquai really struts his multi talents and
musical diversity on this new album. This
approach has certainly paid off. MTV is cashing in
on his hit track "Virtual Insanity" and its populari-
ty grows steadily as a result. The dance. element is
Nanci Griffith ... Blue Roses From still included but Jamiroquai brought out a disco
the Moons flavor in more tracks which fare quite well.
"Cosmic Girl" not only captures the retro sound, it
Although folkis certainly not the most enter- also incorporates today's techno influence and
taining of all music media, Nanci Griffith brings reminders of '70s hits.
an eerie attraction to her newest release Blue
Roses From the Moon. Combining her talent with The early '70s Jane Fonda movie Barbarella is
that of the acoustic-driven Blue Moon Orchestra, mentioned: "Like some baby Barbarella/with the
this album provides romantic qualities and an stars as her umbrella/she asked me if I'd/like to
almost funkiness to folk. The first track on this magnetize."
album is the most romantic of all and certainly the Jamiroquai also incorporates reggae sounds,
winner on this album. R&B flava and the non-lyrical house tracks which
"Waiting for Love" and "Wouldn't That Be made him famous. The best track is "Travelling
Fine" provide a simplistic drum riff under Without Moving," where Jamiroquai combines
Griffith's delicately hoarse voice. Lyrics such as raw drum lines and twangy disco bass to get you
"I have traveled far to be sitting here with you/and out of your seat and shake it. Don't miss this
I will-leave this place alone/that's asad and simple al~U1~;.its.ve':'~t.~lity will please everyone .
• ~ i .: ~ ~ : ::. ~ I: r: I
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Ednaswap ... Wacko Magnetic
. If Portishead, Melissa Etheridge and Alice in
Chains ever banded together to jam for 53 min-
utes, you might hear something similar to
Ednaswap's newest releaseWacko Magnetic.
Usually strong, raucous, alternative sounding
albums sound horrible, but I absolutely could not
turn this album off. Ednaswap's varied tempos and
vocalist Anne Preven's skill in following the
rhythm show this band is going to soon prove its
worth in a genre all its own. The changing of tem-
pos and drastic shifts are first demonstrated in
"Clown Show." Ednaswap.begins this track with a
melodic tempo and a Portishead-style vocalization
while slowly progressing to raw yelling over gui-
tar-driven rhythms.
The absolute gem of this album is "Silver Hill"
where Preven's serenading voice follows the surg-
ing guitar lines. After a few minutes, the bass-led
rhythm uplifts the tempo until it returns to the old
groove for the duration of the song. Carla Azar's
drum skills are undeniable. Her ability to switch
from tempo to tempo throughout each song is a
talent only achieved through years of diligence
and innate talent. Combining anger-driven rock
and serenading melodies, Wacko Magnetic offers a
complete compilation of a mighty talented band.
truth/there's so little time and so much to say/and
I'll be none the wiser/when I leave you here
today" combine with her delicate, Stevie Nicks-
style voice
to form a
winning
combina-
tion.
Although
this album
may sound
a bit too
cheesy for
the likes
of typical
college
students, it
is still a viable alternative to the superficial times
of today.
Special
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liner Notes
-esu presents Stark/Raving Theatre-April 12
With the antics of physical motion and creative text, Seattle writers and performers
Matt Smith and Edward Sampson present Stark/Raving Theatre at 8 p.rn. in the
Special Events Center. The duo crafts original plays that reveal the hilarious, the
painful and the obvious.
After working together in improvisational theater, Smith and Sampson created the
play "Here," which examines Smith's and Sampson's fathers, one of.whom has
Alzheimer's disease, while the other is a stroke patient. With wit, humor and insight,
the play explores the ever-changing challenges and responsibilities of men in today's
world.
Sampson is a faculty member at the Northwest School for the Arts. He has been a
member of the Colorado Shakespeare Festival and the Germinal Stage in Denver.
Smith has been performing and teaching improv for 10 years and is currently teach-
ing at Jonathan Rosen's Transforrnance Theater and Freehold Theater Lab.
Stark/Raving Theatre is sponsored by the BSU Student Programs Board. Tickets
are $5 BSU students faculty and staff, $10 general public, available at Select-A-Seat.
For more information, call385~1448.
Music, stories and dances from13th t018thcen-
turles to be presented all In one weekend
Early Music Weekend presents three performances that will delight,
entertain and transport audiences to the early periods of music history.
Early Music Weekend, presented by the BSU Music Department and
the Boise Early Music Society, will feature dances, stories and music
from the 1400s through 1900. All events are at the Morisson Center
Recital Hall, and tickets are available at the door.
The Early Music Ensemble will be presented 7:30 p.m, Friday, April
18. Sixteenth and 17th Century Literature will be presented by the
Madrigal Group and the Recorder Ensemble. The Medieval Ensemble
will present madrigals, opera arias and recitatives. Tickets are $5 general,
$3 seniors and free to BSU faculty and staff.
The Duke of Saint Simon, an intelligent and witty man privy to an
incredible amount of musical knowledge will enlighten and entertain the
audience with stories of the Court of France. The Duke is played by inter-
nationally known lutenist and actor Thomas Berghan. Catch the perfor-
mance at 7:30 p.rn., April 19. Tickets are $10 general and $5 students and
seniors.
Lutes, harpsichords, Baroque flutes, cellos and voices will fill the air
with music from the medieval and renaissance periods as the Boise Early
Music Society presents the last performance of the weekend at 4 p.m.
Sunday, April 20. The society includes Joseph Baldassare, the Amarillis
Consort, James Cook, Camerata, and the Darkwood Trio. Tickets are $5
general, $3 seniors, free to faculty, and staff.
For more information, call 385-3980.
Sample the world at BSU food, song and dance festi-
val April 19
The 19th annual International Food, Song and Dance Festival is slated
for 6 p.rn. April 19 at the SUB Jordan Ballroom.
The popular festival will feature food from around the world and an
equally global array of entertainment. The event is sponsored by the BSU
International Students Association. BSU is home to more than 180 inter- '
national students from more than 50 different countries.
Tickets go on sale April 1 at the SUB Information Desk. Tickets pur-
chased in advance cost $11 general, and $9 students, faculty, staff, and
children under 12. Tickets are an additional $1 at the door. For more
information, call 385-1757.
Talent sought for "Up With the Stars" competition
April 26
If you think you've got talent, "Up With the Stars' is your chance to
shine. The talent competition has been rescheduled for 8 p.rn. Saturday,
April 26 in the Student Union Hatch Ballroom.
Prizes will be awarded in three categories: dance, comedy and music.
The $5 talent entry fee will benefit the BSU Hawaiian student organiza-
tion Hui-O-Aloha. Limited slots are available, and BSU students will be
given priority.
Family, friends and groupies are invited to attend and root for their favorite per-
former. Tickets to the show are $1, payable at the door. .
To enter the competition or for more information, contact Kaimana Chee at 367-
0637 or Melissa Martos at 331-8424. '
BSU shows best of senior's art work April 11-May 7 - --
Boise State senior art students will showcase the best of their work at two exhibits
this month. The collection emphasizes the personal vision of graphic designers, illus-
trators, and fine artists graduating from BSU this May.
The first exhibit opens at 6:30 Friday, April 11, and runs through April 18 in the
VisualArts Center Gallery I in the Liberal Arts building and Gallery II in the Campus
School building.
Gallery I features the work of Michael Guerricabeitia, Teresa Holly, Devon
Pfeiffer, Michelle Walsh, Sachiko Fujii, Megumi Nagaiwa, Nancy Fraser, Holly
Knoeller, Jeremy James, Shea Moir.
Gallery 1\ will feature the work of Brenda Funk, Molly Hill, Patrick Michael, Jim
Keene, Karen Pitts, Nick Chapman, Laurel Allen and Kasey Arnett. .
The second series of exhibitions will run from April 25 through May 7.
. Gallery I will show art by Elaine Clegg, Marie Boyle, Tony Tino, Beth Clark
Konenko, Elisa Hughes, Dan Lake, Shawna Feiling, Annette Doerr, Mary Amstutz,
Andrew Traub and Tina Funkhouser.
Gallery 1\ will feature the artwork of Alexa Stanger, 'Brenda Seppa, Anita Quick,
Shana Shutte, Bill Houston, Casey Gurr, Heidi Cheney, and Tim Cox.
STARK/RAVING THEATER
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College
athletics &
gambling
condition of total anonymity. Nevertheless, some consis-
tent patterns seem to emerge.
A bookmaker at Boise State stated he racked in more
than $10,000 last year, dealing directly from his class-
mates. The bets, like those in Las Vegas, are most com-
monly remedial: who made the first touchdown, which
team got the tip-off, or simply who won the coin toss.
Once again the bets can range from $5 up to b~yond
$100, depending on their parents' pocketbook.
One Boise State student who bets regularly made
more than $3,000 in one inonth, yet turned around and
lost half of it in a subsequent betting spree.
Not only is gambling a temptation for the spectator,
but the players are also enticed to join in, given the
desire to make every sporting event a little more excit-
ing. A former BSU football player anonymously com-
'mented on the temptation of throwing a game to gain a
little bit of cash.
"It's really hard to get an offer from someone to fum-
ble a ball or miss a pass in order to gain a little more
money," he said. "Sometimes I'd get offered over
$2,000 to throw a game."
$2,000 represents a couple months of work for a col-
lege student. Let's face it, college is generally one of the
poorest times in one's life and the temptation to gain a
few more dollars is high. With dorm rooms housing ath-
letes along with bookmakers, the line between morals
and surviving monetarily becomes thin.
Take, for instance, the Boston College scandal of
1996 in whieh 13 football players were suspended after
being accused of gambling and throwing the game. In an
article in Sports Illustrated, BC's wide receiver Chris
Cosenza commented on how easy it was to bet on
sports.
"There'd be a game on. I'd be bored," said Cosenza.
"I'd just try to make it a little more exciting."
The common sports fan shares the same mentality-
gambling makes the game a little more exciting. Bets on
NFL football are the most common, collegefootball fol-
lows, then college basketball and the NBA. The excep-
tion is the men's NCAA basketball play-offs which rake
in more than $70 million in bets, second only to the
Super Bowl, said Prater.
Money makes the world go around, right?
Not always, especially if one fails to play the right
hand.
Article 10.3 of the NCAA Manual states:
"Staff members of the athletics department of a mem-
ber institution and student athletes shall not knowingly:
a) Provide information to individuals involved in
organized gambling activities concerning intercollegiate
athletics competition;
b) Solicit a bet on any intercollegiate team;
c) Accept a bet on any team representing the institu-
tion; or
d) Participate in any gambling activity that involves
intercollegiate athletics through a bookmaker, a parlay
card or-any other method employ by organized gam-
bling."
Cosenza, along with the basketball players from
Tulane (suspended for gambling in 1984-1985),
Northwestern's running back Dennis Lundy (accused of
intentially fumbling against Iowa and suspended for
gambling on football games) and the Wildcat's star bas-
ketball player Dion Lee, along with players from Fresno
State, University of Florida and University of Michigan,
have broken the rules of article 10.3 throughout the last
decade.
Offending athletes lose NCAA eligibility pending an
appeal to the NCAA committee. An average of six to 10
appeals per year is common for gambling infractions,
not including the presenee of those athletes the institu-
tions did not want to have restored.
Many athletes and students are caught, many are not.
But the student athlete has more to lose than the average
college student if they are discovered. The major loss for
a student bookmaker or normal bettor is the chance of
struggling with an addition to gambling for the rest of
their life.
Although the recent entry of Boise State into the Big
West Conference may encourage the interested gambler
to wager a bit more, the frequency of betting on Boise
State teams has apparently not increased, stated a confi-
dential informant. Without a doubt, more spectators and
perhaps athletes at BSU bet on men's basketball and
football compared to women's sports, even though the
women's teams are more successful many times.
BSU coaches did not care to comment on any gam-
bling activities on the part of their athletes, but the temp-
tation clearly lingers on this campus and many more
throughout the country. One can easily find Vegas odds
on the Broncos-they're regularly listed in The Idaho
Statesman.
by Amy Butler
Sports Editor
The year: 1919. "Shoe less" Joe Jackson stepped up to
the plate to bat for the Chicago White Sox in the World
Series against the underdogs, the Cincinnati Reds. Due
to many errors and poor pitching Jackson, along with
seven other players, was accused of accepting bribes to
lose the series. These eight became known as the
"Chicago Black Sox." Although they were eventually
found innocent by a grand jury, gambling and gangsters
abounded and the hint of mischief lay thick in the air.
The result: these eight players were banned from
baseball for life. This marked the beginning of an inter-
section between gambling and sports which is much
more prominent in 1997. In 1989 Sports Illustrated
reported that 81 percent of the United States' adult pop-
ulation gambled yearly, 21 percent weekly. From office
pools to off-track belting, the current trend is toward
more legalized gambling and an increase in America's
gambling population.
"The growth of gambling involved with sports within
the past years could De related to the expansion of Cable
TV," said Marcus Prater, marketing manager of Sigma
Game magazine in Las Vegas.
The more viewers, the more bets.
But in Las Vegas people gamble on most anything:
who will touch the ball first in a basketball game, who
will have the lowest score during the first round of a
PGA tournament, or if the tuba player will drop his
instrument during the half-time performance.
The combination of gambling and sports doesn't just
follow professional leagues. College campuses are popu-
lated with naive students who win or lose substantial
amounts of money on athletic events.
The typical college bet begins at $5 and can range up
to more than $100 depending on the severity of this
addiction. Some students will make friendly bets or
become bookmakers themselves, fueling a business by
accepting the bets of others on the outcome of sporting
contests. In a sense these bookmakers prey on their
peers, victimizing them, yet establishing and referring to
themselves as entrepreneurs. Like lions, they stalk the
innocent and unknowledgable individual in order to con-
vince them to place a bet while receiving an average of a
10 percent built-in edge on the losing wagers.
Information on sports betting at BSU is hard to come
by, and sources contacted by The Arbiter spoke only on
':'!
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1 gymnast to"compete in nationals
by Amy Butler When Boise State moved to the uneven parallel bars,
Loosli grasped sixth (9.875) and Jolene Dahl took 12th
(9.8). But a fall by Kelly Martin on the bars off-set the
team a bit, yet the Broncos regained when Martin placed
eighth on the next event-the balance beam-behind the
Bronco's Debbie Thompson's finish at third (9.90).
One of BSU's gymnasts will see the sunny skies of
Gainesville, Fla., on April 15-17-Diana Loosli-after
qualifying for the nationals with her 38.975 score in the
all-around competition. The rest of the squad will go up
against University of Iowa this Saturday after receiving
a NIT bid.
When Head Gymnastics Coach Sam Sandmire started
the 1996~97 season she had two goals in mind. The first:
to reach the nationals. The second: to gather more stu-
dent support at gymnastics meets.
Sandmire achieved one of her goals last Saturday
night at the NCAA BigWest Regional Championships
held at the BSU Pavilion: a strong, supportive, rowdy
crowd which flashed signs reading "10" whenever a
Bronco gymnast wowed them.
"I was incredibly pleased with the turnout by the
crowd," said Sandmire. "It was the first time I have ever
•• heard a Boise State audience boo a low score," she con-
tinued, referring to Heather Werner's mere 9.90 on the
floor exercise which earned a fourth-place finish.
And the crowd was pleased with Sandmire's perfor-
mance as well. .
"I've been a long-time fan of the Boise State gymnas-
tic team and love to watch Sam's enthusiasm," said 35-
year-old Val Hunter of Boise, who was decked out in
orange and blue, flashing her cards and waving a pom-
pon. "I was really excited when they made it to the
regionals and think the coaches in the league were 'right
on' when they nominated Sandrnire as the 1997 coach of
the year."
But, unfortunately, the BSU's gymnasts didn't have a
perfect night and placed only fourth in regionals, barely
missing the trip to the nationals and, thus, reaching only
one of Sandmire's goals.
"We weren't pleased with the final result, but we
were. pleased with the all-around season," said
Sandmire. "We did, however, end with a 14th-place fin-
ish in the nation which is the highest ever for BSU."
UCLA won the meet (196.3) followed by the
University of Washington (195.725), Oregon State
University (195.075), BSU (194.750), Stanford
University (193.050), University of California (103.050)
and finally CalState-Fullerton (190.925). "
It appeared the Broncos were off at the wrong time.
During the first rotation--the vault-the gymnasts
performed a good start. BSU's Johnna Evans nailed a
9.850, followed by Diana Loosli, with a 9.80, who
ended with a 12th-place finish.
Sandmire set goals for the upcoming season once
again.
"We'll be even stronger next year with some athletes
(like Louise Cashmere and Carrie Roelofs) returning
from injuries and the new recruits coming in. Nobody
except the coaches and the team believed we even had a
chance at reaching regionals this year," concluded
Sandmire. "The BSU students should be proud of their
athletes."
Heather Werner
PliO TO BY KANA BROWN
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ORIENTALEXPRESS
WESERVELUNCH AND DINNER
Dine In or Carry Out
To Go Orders: Call in or Fax in
1#< Now offering Vegetarian Dishes!
• Vegetarian Pot Slickers
• Vegetarian Egg Rolls
• VolcsnoTotu
• Broccoli Chicken ...................... $ 3.95
• Sweet & Sour Pork ..............•........ 3.95
• Cashew Nut Shrimp ..................... 4.75
• Curry Vegetables with Tofu ................ 3.95
Telephone (208) 345-8868
Ilk- Fax (208) 345-8848 " ~I110 North 11th Street
!~
~ .._--- Boise, Idaho 83702, .. ..,. . -...
i~~SYMPOSION
Coctail Lounge
Why the Symposion?
Drink Specials
Free Food Sunday
Starting 5pm until gone
Pool Tables
Bumper Pool
Darts
Friendly Atmosphere
Again You Ask Why?
Because our Bartenders are
FUN-FUN-FUN
Across from Koppels Browesville
2801 Fletcher
Must have J.D.
21& over
,
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.Bronco women win home. opener
by Josh Danielson Rome's launch in the shot put at 58·0 provisonally qual-
ified him for nationals. Senior Josh Danielson won the
1500 meters with a time of 3:52, and fellow Senior Ryan
Puekett ran a tremendous 800 meter race, finishing less
than a second behind the winner in 1:52.
Coach Mike Dilley was pleased with the meet
and felt especially excited with Casey Fischer's javelin
performance. "She threw very well and is now the third-
best thrower in the nation at this time. Casey had a great
meet."
Sports Writer The Broncos' next meet takes place April 12 in
Eugene, Ore. The Broncos will compete against the likes
of the University of Washingtun and the University of
Oregon.
The sun finally came out from behind the
clouds on Saturday afternoon, just in time to shine down
on the Boise State track team for their home opener. The
University of Colorado, Montana State, and the
University of Montana came to.wage war against the
Broncos.
The Bronco women came out
on top, taking the women's team title
with 61 points. The lady Gats from
Montana State finished a close second at
60, followed by Colorado with 50 and
Montana with 35.
Senior Casey Fischer led the
way for the women tracksters, winning
the javelin with a throw of 170'01.00.
Fischer's mark automatically qualified
her for the NCAA Championships in
June. Teammate Jackie Hunter was a
double winner in the ,tOOand 200 meter
dashes, and senior Niamh Beirne cap-
tured the 800 meter crown in 2:11.80.
Senior Abigail Ferguson also fared well,
winning the triple jump at 41-4.
, The men finished second in the
meet with 52 points, only 16 behind
winner Montana State, and provided a
, handful of standout performances.
Freshman Egbert Felix motored
to victory in the ItO hurdles with a time
of 14.28 before coming back to win
thetOO meter dash inlO.75. Senior
Cormac Smith cruised to capture the
steeplechase title in 8:57 and provision-
ally qualify for the NCAA
Championships in June. Sophmore Jared
Rome dominated the throwing events,
winning the shot put and discus toss.
Unexpected Pregna
Let Us Help!
Weoller
FREESERVIas
lnCludID~
Option [ounselln~
t:aU 800·376-0558
~z::.~~
Abigail Ferguson in long jump.
ntoto BY KAllA BROWN
(ormac Smith in the steeplechase.
PHOTO BY o*',ARA{iROWN
(Nowhiring lunch time waitresses)
10 pm - 12 midnight
Monday ,- Friday
CONSERVATORY
OFF R 0 A 0 WAY
Campus Convenience ...
Downtown Style
• 2 bedroom apartments
• 878 Sq. Ft.
• Walk-In Closets
• On-Site Laundry Facility
• Computer Center
• Covered Parking
Henry's Ale Pitches $3.50
Any Shot for $2.00
1/2 Off All Appetizers
4:30 'pm - 6:30 pm
Monday - Friday
Well Drinks $1.50
Call Drinks $2.00 '
Domestic Pints $1.50
Micro Brew Pints $2.00
1/2 Off All Appetizers
1326 Broadway
(208) 345-5688
ft·
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Tennis teem lst step closer to nationals
by Amy Butler
Sports Editor
The sun seemed to heighten the spirits of the Boise
State men's tennis team last Sunday, not that the num-
her-four ranked team in the nation was really down to
begin with.
Taking on South Alabama and Gonzaga, the Broncos
put two more notches on their victory belt and practical-
ly secured their trip to the NCAA National
Championships.
"I've had some nice wins over my years of coaching,
but this was one of the nicest ones," said Head Coach
Greg Patton. "The team was well-prepared, and I believe
in the ability, character and dreams of my players. I am
definitely the happiest man in the state of Idaho today!
It's one of those days where you go to bed and say 'Hot
diggidy damn, what an awesome day! I don't want it to
end. '"
Patton had reason to feci elated, considering South
Alabama was ranked 10th in the nation. If the Broncos
rcmain one of the top eight teams, they will automatical-
ly continue on to nationals (held in mid-May), by-pass-
ing the NCAA Regionals all together. The only other
team BSU may encounter before that date who would
upset their chances of hurdling through to nationals is
'Pre9"~"t?
and need help•••
FREE
Pregnancy test
BIRTHRIGHT
All help is confidential and free
1-800-550-4900
2419 W. State St.
Boise Idaho 83702
342-1898
1406 E. 1st. St.
Meridian Idaho 83642
888-6521
Ernesto Diaz/Albin Polonyi (8-2) and Tsolak
Gevorkian/Joseph Gilbert (8-4) trekked to the winners
circle, while Rickard Strom/Ryan Thompson came in
behind South Alabama with 09-7 loss.
But in the singles competition most all of the Broncos
warmed up and won their matches in two sets: David
Dalgaard (6-3,6-3), Ben Davidson (6-3, 6-4), Tsolak
Gevorkian (7-6,6-3) Polonyi (7-6,7-6) and Strom (6-2,
6-0). Number-one seeded Diaz fell to Alabama's John
James 6-4, 6-2.
"We were really excited as a team for South
Alabama," said Dalgaard. "And we play really well
when we're all excited."
The Broncos continued their enthusiasm as they took
IC""---...._----r---,...... on Gonzaga 'University.
UC-Santa Barbara (ranked 30th), who the Broncos may
meet at the Big West Conference Championships in Las
Cruces, N.M., May 2-4.
'This win was an insurance policy for us. Irs almost
a dream come true. The big advantage is to not play in
the regionals," said Patton. "II's a three-day dog-fight.
11'11 give my players a chance to rest before they go on
to Nationals."
South Alabama
Seizing a 6-1 over their southern opponents, the
Broncos came out to take two out of three opening dou-
bles matches despite the chilly morning air. BSU duos
David Dalgaard
PHOTO BY KAA'A BROWN
Gonzaga
Going up against the Bulldogs later in the day, the
Broncos appeared tired and "played down to the level of
their opponents," commented an avid Boise fan Ted
Gibson. But all matches resulted in one outcome: a BSU
win with a 7-0 victory.
After each of BSU's doubles teams won-Diaz (6-1,
6-4), Dalgaard (6-1, 6-0), Davidson (6-0, 6-1), Gilbert
(6-0, 6-2), and Ryuji Araki (6-1, 6-2)-the Broncos fin-
ished by defeating their foes. The last man on the court
for the Broncos was Thompsonasthe day dwindled on.
"Come on 'Truckie,' we don't have all day," shouted
BSU gymnast Louise Cashmere, one of the few specta-
tors in the stands along with her cohorts and her coach,
Sam Sandmire. The affectionate nickname of "Truckie"
appears to be popular for Thompson.
He didn't take all day and finished his match with a
6-7,6-4,6-4win.
A look to the future
Patton and his team remain optimistic for the future.
"We want to make history and provide a legacy for·
BSU," said Patton. "We want to show that it's not just a
football school and that we. arc gaining recognition for
Boise. State nation-Wide."
II seems they have already achieved that goal.
On April 12 the Broncos will take on Idaho (9 a.m.)
and the University of Pacific (2 p.m.) on the outdoor
courts near the BSU Pavilion,
GOT STUFF?
BOOKS YOU COULDN'T SELL
JUNKY FURNITURE'
SKIS, BIKES & ROLLERBLADES
ANNOYING ROOMMATES
FOOD FROM UNDER THE BED
STORE HERE •
(FREE LOCK WI RENTAL)
STORAGE PLUS
(Self-Storage)
BO ISE
Victory
6161
EAST
1350 W
343-
IT'S NEW
J..t'9:S (j~~e
It's 9{psta{gia Lane
SptciJl{IZUtg in
50's 60's 70's
.• Clothtng "• Accessortes .
• Hats· I
• Jewelry
• Furniture .
• Gifts & ThrlftB
AUTHENTIC YET AFFORPABLE
9{pstafgia Lane .
6623 'llstilK~
qJoise I'1J 83704
(208) 322-5708
II.1~~~
;f II
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YOUR UNREAL HORRORSCOPE
track team recently broke a school record. Take this as
divine inspiration and smash all your Barry Manilow
LP's.
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) Patience is a virtue. But
then again, so is chastity.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) When push comes to shove,
sucker-punch 'em when no one is looking.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Don't fool yourself!
Vitamin E will not bring back the dead.
Libra: (Sept. 23-oct. 23) "III" rhymes with "kill",
but what rhymes with "purple"?
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) Everything is funnier
when it applies to sex.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Ever notice that you
can't mention the killing of people in a humor column?
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Have your nails man-
icured this week. Make sure to use proper cuticle instru-
ments, not lawn and garden equipment.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Spring cleaning is a
perfect time to hide the bodies.
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Spring is the time for
"Hey Fever", the new country and western dance hit!
The famous American author who had a bent for
murder and mystery writing, Edgar A. Poe, wrote the
first detective story. Investigate your own life for hidden
talents.
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) The best defense is a good
offense. Be offensive this week.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) Pretend you give a rat's
ass for the upcoming student senatorial elections.
Gemini: (May 21-June 21)A member of BSU's
For entertainment purposes only. All rights reserved.
Unauthorized copying, reproduction, hiring, lending,
public performance and broadcasting prohibited.
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Employment
HELP WANTED-Men/Women
earn $480 weekly assembling cir-
cuit boards/electronic components
at home. Experience unnecessary,
will train. Immediate openings
your local area. Call 1-520-680-
7891 EXT C200.
Classifieds GrantsMONEY FOR COLLEGE WECAN HELP FUNDING. THOU-SANDS OF AWARDS AVAIL-ABLE TO ALL STUDENTS
IMMEDIATE QUALIFICATION
1 800-651-3393VIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO FINANCIALOBLlGA-
TION. (800) 862-1982 EXT. 33
FREE CASH!-Grants! Never repay! Business, educa-
tion, pay bills, medical or other. Free information 1-800-
844-9639 ext. 6486.
DIRECTOR POSITION OPENING-BSU Volunteer
Services Board Director. The Director position is a one-
year appointment beginning June 1, 1997 through June
1,1998. A GPA of 2.5 or above and the ability to work
approx. 20-30 hours per week is required. A $385 per
month service aware will be received. Macintosh knowl-
edge and experience managing people is preferred.
Applications are available at the Student Union, Student
Activities Desk, and are due April 14, 1997.
Merchandise
NEW CARS $100-Government drug seized cars,
computers, jewelry, and a lot more arriving daily for
pennies on the dollar. Free info. 1-800-844-9639 ext.
6487
Educational Opportunities
READ 100% FASTER-Comprehend better ...guaran-
teed! Our PoweRead students have time for more fun-
guilt-free! Most of our students read at least 300%
faster. Call for an assessment of your present reading
levels. 345-1513
SALT-WATER TANK- 55 gal. tank with custom
stand, pumps, canopy and light. Complete with $100.
worth of base rock. $250 obo. 323-2094.
Entertainment
HYPNOTIST, VANDERMEIDE APRIL 11,1997-
Coming to the BSU Student Union's Grace Jordan
Ballroom, Friday April 11, 1997 @7:00 p.m. Get your
tickets now at all Select-A-Seat outlets $10.50. All ages
welcome.
COUNSELOR POSITIONS- openings in all team
and individual sports, waterfront, art, drama, RN's,
coaches, outdoor hiking, climbing, biking, canoeing-
competitive salary plus room and board located in the
Berkshire Mts. of Massachusetts-Z 1/2 hrs from NYC-
BOSTON. Call Camp Greylock at 1-800-842-5214-
Camp Romaca 1-888-2ROMACA.
1988 OLDSMOBILE-Cutlass Ciara, 4 door, new
tires, new brakes, air, AM/FM Cass. , Cruise, Exc.
Transportation! 383-4427
Garage Sales
GARAGE SALE-Many household items, clothing,
kitchen, knik-knaks, etc. 1400 S Longmont Ave. 83706.
Saturday, April 12, 9a.m.-2p.m., Sunday April 13,
9a.m.-12p.m.
Travel
LOOK HERE-EUROPE $269 Within USA $79-
$129. Caribb./Mexico $189. r/t
CHEAP FARES EVERYWHERE!! airhitch@net-
com.com/www.isicom.fr/airhitch/
1-888-AIRHITCH
SUMMER WORK IN ALASKA-Ocean Beauty
Seafood's-Faknek Facility needs hard-working, depend-
able people for on-shore seafood processing work in
Alaska. $6.00/hr, plus overtime. Term: Approx. 6/20-
8/01. Group orientation and interviews April 11.
Additional information and applications at Student
Employment Office A-118.
Health Products
THE WINNING DIFFERENCE-SHAKLEE Sports
Nutrition products have been helping world class ath-
letes afl over the world go farther, faster, higher. They
can help you, too. Call today (0 learn how you can
enhance your athletic performance with healthy, natural
products. SuperiorWellness-362-3771.
The Arbiter is not responsible for the credibility of
our advertisers. If you have any questions concerning
any of the job listings, contact the Better Business
Bureau.
Fundralslng
FAST FUND RAISER-RAISE $500 IN 5 DAYS-
GI~EEKS, GI~OUPS, CLUBS, MOTIY A.TfP !~D!,::, . , " :
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The deadline for listings is 5 Children's Amphitheater,
p.m. Wednesday, one week 1123 N. Milwaukee St., 322-
before desired publication 6668.
date. Be sure to include the
event's time, date and loca- RITE OF CHRISTIAN INITIA-
tion, as well as a phone TION OF ADULTS at St.
number to contad for more Paul's Catholic Student
information, before faxing or Center, 7 p.m., 1915
delivering listings. Listings University Drive, 343-2128.
are free to BSU student orga-
nizations. Events venues US MAPLE, DELTA 72 &
should call 345-8204 to find GUSTO at Neurolux, 111 N.
out how to get their listings 11th ·St., ages 21 and over,
in the Calendar every week. $3, 343-0886.
Wednesday, Thursday,
April 9 April 10
FRENCH GUITARIST EUSA- ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic
BETH BUN at Boise State Student Center, 11 :50 a.m.,
SUB Brava Stage, 11 a.rn, to 1915 University Drive (across
1 p.m., 344-5823. from the Administration
Building), 343-2128.
ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, 11 :50 a.m., COMMUNION SERVICE at St.
1915 University Drive (across Paul's Catholic Student
from the Administration Center, 12:10 p.m., 1915
Building), 343-2128. University Drive (across from
the Administration Building),
WEDNESDAY MASS at St. 343-2128.
Paul's Catholic Student
Center, noon, 1915 ASBSU SENATE MEETING,
University Drive (across from 4:30 p.m., SUB Senate
the Administration Building), Forum, 385-1440, open to
343-2128. the public.
I·
I COMMUNION SERVICE at St. DANNY & THE DEEP BLUE
Paul's Catholic Student SEA at Neurolux (DJ TIM
Center, 12:10 p.m., 1915 10:30 p.m. 'til 2 a.m.), 111 N.
University Drive (across from 11th St., ages 21 and over,
the Administration Building), tickets $5 at Retrospect, 343-
343-2128. 0886.
SIGN LANGUAGE SILENT Friday,LUNCH, sponsored by BSU
Student Special Services, April 11
noon to 1:30 p.m., SUB
Johnson Room. Bring your SENIOR ART SHOW
own lunch! "Degrees of Visability" opens
SPB FAMILY ACTIVITIES
today in Campus School
COMMITTEE MEETING, 3:30
Gallery and Main Gallery in
p.m., SUB Senate Forum
Liberal Arts Building.
Room, for information call NONTRADITIONAL STUDENT
Sonia at 385-3655. SUPPORT GROUP Brown Bag
SPB SPECIAL EVENTS COM-
lunch Session, noon to 1
MITTEE MEETING, 3:30 p.m.,
p.m., SUB Gibson Room,
SUB Foote Room.
385-1583.
SPB CONCERTS COMMITTEE
FENG SHUI, presented by
MEETING, plan the BSU
Helen and James Jay, owners
Unplugged Series and con-
of Feng shui Design
certs for students, 5 to 6
learning Center, will teach
p.m., SPB Offices in the SUB.
how to create and keep lov-
ing relationships, at Borders
BEDTIME STORIES at
Books-Music-Cafe, 7 p.m.,
Borders Books-Music-Cafe,
1123 N. Milwaukee St., 322-
features reading of Duke the 6668.
Dairy Delight Dog by Lisa FRENCH GUITARIST ELISA
Cambell Ernst, 7 p.m. in the
I
•
THEARBITER WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9, 1997 CAUNDA,23 "'IBETH BLiN at the 2150 Boise Ave. STUDENT PROGRAMSTrolleyhouse on Warmsprings BOARD EXECUTWE BOARD
1
Avenue, 7 to 9 p.m., 344- FRENCH GUITARIST ELlSA- MEETING, hear upcoming
5823. BETH BUN at Coffee-News, 1 event plans for students,
to 4 p.m., 344-5823. 4:30 to 6:30 p.rn, SUB
DANNY & THE DEEP BLUE Senate Forum, 385-3874. tSEA at Neurolux (OJ TIM DR. MAYER L HORENSTEN I.~
10:30 p.rn, 'til 2 a.m.), 111 N. will discuss his new book BAPTIST CAMPUS MIN- ]
11th St., ages 21 and over, Bite the Apple: Healthy Bites ISTRIES JAM SESSION, offers
~tickets $5 at Retrospect, 343- of Medical Knowledge, at Bible study, praise and wor-
0886. Borders Books-Music-Cafe, 2 ship, 7 p.m., SU~ Famsworth
p.m., 1123 N. Milwaukee St., Room.
322-6668.
Saturday, DJ SEAN at Neurolux, 111 N. "NANCY KELLY at Borders 11th St., ages 21 and over,
April 12 Books-Music-Cafe, 7 p.m., no cover, 343-0886.
1123 N. Milwaukee St., 322-
SENIOR ART SHOW 6668.
"Degrees of Visability" at
SUNDAy MASS at St. Paul's TUesdal'Campus School Gallery and
Main Gallery in Liberal Arts Catholic Student Center, 7 April 1
Building. p.m., 1~ 15 University Drive
(across from the
SENIOR ART SHOW
SUNSHINE GENERATION Administration Building), "Degrees of Visability" at
children's performing group 343-2128. campus School Gallery and
at Borders Books-Music-Cafe.
BUILT TO SPILL, THE FEEL-
Main Gallery in liberal Arts
Noon, 1123 N. Milwaukee
INGS & GRANT AVE. at
Building.
St., 322-6668.
Neurolux, 111 N. 11th St, ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic
FRENCH GUITARIST ELlSA- ages 21 and over, 343-0886. Student Center, 11 :50 a.m.,
BETH BLiN WITH PIANIST 1915 University Drive (across
REX MILLER at Boise Center MOndal' from the Administration ,.on The Grove, 5 to 8 p.m., April 1 Building), 343-2128.344-5823.
COMMUNION SERVICE at St.
AN EVENING OF POETRY at SENIOR ART SHOW Paul's Catholic Student
Borders Books-Music-Cafe, "Degrees of Visability" at Center, 12:10 p.m., 1915
features wine and readings Campus School Gallery and University Drive (across from
of works by Josephine Jones, Main Gallery in liberal Arts the Administration Building),
Chris Dempsey, Marlene Building. 343-2128.
Kelly, Danny Stuart, Mike
Medberry and David Beisly- ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic ASBSU SENATE MEETING at
Guiotto, 7:30 p.m., 1123 N. Student Center, 11:50 a.m., 4:30 p.m. in SUB Senate
Milwaukee St., 322-6668. 1915 University Drive (across . Forum, 385-1440, open to
from the Administration the public.
DEV SINGH at Flying M Building), 343-2128.
Espresso & Coffee House, 8 NATIVE AMERICAN AA
to 10:30 p.m., Fifth and COMMUNION SERVICE at St. MEETING, 7 to 8 p.m., 1005
Idaho streets. Paul's Catholic Student S. Michigan St. (little Red
Center, 12:10 p.m., 1915 House behind the Women's
KID CORDUROY, RORSHACH University Drive (across from Center/Arbiter), call Wesley
TEST & ELISABETH EMBLEM the Administration Building), Edmo at 286-9369.
at Neurolux, 111 N. 11th St., 343-2128.
ages 21 and over, $3, 343- JAZZ NIGHT at Neurolux, 111
0886. NONTRADITIONAL STUDENT N. 11th St., ages 21 and over,
SUPPORT GROUP MEETING free, 343-0886.
features speakers on topics
Sunda~ of importance to adult stu-dents, 2:30 to 3:30 p.m., SUB
April 1 Johnson Dining Room, 385-
1583.
SENIOR ART SHOW BSU VOLUNTEER SERVICES
"Degrees of Visability" at BOARD MEmNG, get
Campus School Gallery and involved with a service-Ieam-
Main Gallery in Liberal Arts ing organization that coordi-
Building. nates students with local and
LDS CHURCH SERVICES at 9
regional volunteer projects
through agencies and indi-
a.m. or 1 p.m. at the LOS . viduals, 3:30 to 5 p.m., SUB - 1
Institute, 1929 University Chief Joseph Room, 385-
Drive, or BSU Stake Center, 4240.
I
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T.J.Thomson/Nico Martinez 197
(1) Extend Library and Language Lab hours and
support a 24 Hour Computer Lab
. (2) Registration by Internet and Touch-tone Telephone
(3) Improve BSU Health Insurance (to be more
responsive to student needs) and implement an
Optional Dental Plan
(4) Bridge the gap between Traditional and Non-
Traditional students on campus
(5) Increase funding-to all BSU clubs and organizations
(6) "Virtual University" - Vvhere students can take
any class from numerous colleges by computer
(1) Strengthen support for all BSU sports programs
(8) .Seek accreditation for Engineeri ng School
at BSU
(9) Strengthen campus wide recycling program
(To include paper, aluminum, plastic, and glass)
(10) Promote Diversity at BSU
(11) Continue plans to construct a New
Recreation Center
(12) Adopt an immediate solution to the parking
problem (and create a safer night time parking
environment)
::) Commitment to Excellence c) o::>
